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Abstract 

Many women have negative feelings towards their genitals, and studies show that this may be 

due to misconceptions about how normal vaginas look and work. This study aimed to create a 

prototype for an education material about the female genitals, focusing on the information needs 

of women between the ages of 18-30. To do this, user research was conducted in the form of 

two semi-structured interviews and a survey of 112 participants. The result showed that young 

women wanted more information about various things, such as the menstrual cycle, hormones, 

diseases and hygiene. The survey also revealed that several of the participants had low faith in 

the female health care, and that many of them had avoided going to the gynaecologist at least 

once when they had experienced genital problems. Most women had at least one worry about 

their genitals, which could be anything from pain, fear of not being able to have children or not 

looking according to the norm. This was incorporated in a paper prototype of a suggested 

education website about the female genitals. As many women experienced negative feelings 

towards their genitals, this is an important area to keep investigating, to further increase genital 

health and wellbeing. 

 

Keywords: User research, interaction design, usability testing, interview study, survey, 

thematic analysis, norms. 
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1 Introduction 

Today a large percent of the female population has negative feelings towards their genitals. In 

Fahs (2014) interview study several women expressed feelings of unpleasantness, impurity and 

unnaturalness towards their vagina; leading to lower self-esteem and insecurity. The term 

“unnatural” was used in several interviews when describing things about the vagina that is 

completely normal, such as pubic hair. This indicates a lack in knowledge and an over exposure 

to the homogenous images of the vagina circulating online, in commercials and pornography, 

and according to Michala, Liao and Creighton (2012) the internet is, indeed, the dominating 

forum where females extract information about the vagina.  

 

This skewed image of how the vagina is “supposed” to look is one reason why the amount of 

plastic surgeries has increased, leading to alterations of genitals that are perfectly healthy 

(Michala, Liao & Creighton, 2012). Even in the business of genital cosmetic surgery there is a 

big lack of knowledge about the procedures, repercussions and even in the normal variety of 

the vaginal appearance. The absence of easy access information in the field of female genitals 

therefore poses a big problem. 

 

The increasing amount of plastic surgeries for genital alteration is an indication that our norms 

for the female genitals are leading to unhealthy thoughts and behaviours. According to Jonsson 

and Lundmark (2014) norms are defined as the certain expectations and rules we have for how 

one is supposed to behave and look. These expectations are also shared by most people in the 

present cohort and/or the society as a whole and may therefore be difficult to change. 

Sometimes, norms are positive since they may promote a healthy behaviour, but in cases like 

these it may be important to try to break the norms to decrease stress and anxiety and prevent 

more genital cosmic surgery. 

 

Some of the norms around the vagina can be seen in a study by Howarth, Hayes, Simonis and 

Temple-Smith (2016). They conducted an interview study with young women between the age 

of 18-28 about their knowledge around the vulval anatomy. The study showed that all 21 

women pointed out the same image of a hairless vulva without visible inner labia as the societal 

norm, and many of them were unsure of how normal vulvas look. Studies like these indicates 

that there is a big knowledge gap for young women over 18, which was not filled during school 

years. This is a problem that needs to be solved, but there is a lack in more research investigating 
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vaginal health and attitudes for this specific age group. More research should be done about 

what genital information these women want and need.  

 

1.1 Purpose 

The purpose of this work is to design a prototype of an education material about the female 

genitals. The material should be aimed at young, female adults, between the ages of 18-30, 

meaning that language and information will be adjusted to fit the target user. It should enlighten 

different changes that occur both on the inner and outer parts of the female genitalia.  

 

1.2 Research Questions 

The research question for the current project is:  

1. How should an education product about the female genitals be designed to fit women 

between the ages of 18-30? 

a. What would be the most suitable wording to use, and which are the target 

group’s specific information needs? 

b. How can the design be approached to challenge norms around the appearance of 

the female genitals? 

 

1.3 Delimitations 

The current project will not have a finished product, but only a low-fi prototype. It will not 

focus on the aesthetics of the design, as the most important aspect, at this stage, is what 

information to display and how it should be presented. Neither will it focus on all changes in 

the body, but merely the most important - which these are will be determined throughout the 

project. The product will not include puberty, since most women in the target group will have 

passed that stage. 

 

1.4 Background 

This bachelor thesis is made on behalf of RISE Interactive1. RISE Interactive is an institute with 

a focus on technical innovations and new ways to use the digital techniques we have today. 

With their project “Är jag normal?”2 they question the skewness of the current visualizations 

of the human body. 

                                                 
1 https://www.tii.se/ 
2 https://www.tii.se/projects/ar-jag-normal 
 

https://www.tii.se/
https://www.tii.se/projects/ar-jag-normal
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In the present, anatomical applications more often visualize the male body than the female, and 

when the female body is used, the visualization goes directly into showing muscles, and thereby 

skips the outer parts of the genitalia.  With their project, RISE Interactive hope to increase the 

knowledge about the female genitals and in extent to decrease the negative emotions associated 

with the vagina. The main focus of the project is about the appearance of the vagina, and through 

visualizations they wish to reduce norms and misconceptions around the female genitalia. 
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2 Theory 

Many young women have a lack in knowledge about what normal is when it comes to the 

appearance of the vagina. In a British study by Howarth et al. (2016) they interviewed women 

between the age of 18-28 and analysed it using content and thematic analysis. In their interviews 

they asked women about their view on vaginal appearances and their thoughts on this. In one 

section of the interview they asked the participants to pick out the societal norm of the 

appearance of the vagina out of 10 different pictures, and then to describe how normal vaginas 

look. Though they all picked out the same picture to illustrate the norm – a vagina with no pubic 

hair and no visible labia – several women struggled to describe the appearances of normal 

vaginas. Some of them said that they knew, but had a hard time describing it, whilst others 

stated that they simply did not know how normal vaginas looked. Some of the participants 

brought up the topic of sexual education, and even though they were all positive towards the 

education some of them stated that there were still a lot they did not know about vaginas after 

taking sexual education (Howarth et al., 2016). It highlights a big problem area when it comes 

to young women. Several in this age group seem to lack information about the female genital, 

which can lead to misconceptions.   

 

These misconceptions are strongly connected to the unrealistic norms around the labia. In a 

study by Lykkebo, Drue, Lam and Guldberg (2017) they investigated the normal size of inner 

labia by measuring the labium of 244 women. The mean length of the inner labia for all ages 

was 15.7 mm, and 56% of them were visible outside of the outer labia. Other than measuring 

the labia the women were also asked whether they thought that their inner labia as being normal. 

Out of all women 13.5% of them thought that it was not normal, and out of them 73.3% had 

visible inner labia. This indicates that there is a norm of having non-visible inner labia, even 

though half of all women in this study had visible inner labia. 

 

Unrealistic norms can lead to insecurities around the vagina. In a study by Fahs (2014), 20 adult 

women were interviewed in individual semi-structured interviews. During these interviews the 

women were, among other things, asked questions abut their sexual experiences, how they felt 

about their vagina and their views on pubic hair. The study showed that many women felt like 

their vagina was dirty and had to be cleaned often, and that they had to keep their vagina 

groomed all the time. Some of them thought that others would find them unattractive if they 

did not shave. Others even said that not shaving the pubic hair would be unnatural, which points 

toward a big problem around the norm of the vagina, regarding pubic hair. 
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Other research has been done around the norms of the vagina. One literature study investigated 

how the labia should look according to norms, and how vaguely both normal labia and Labial 

Hypertrophy (enlarged labia) is defined in litterature, leading to unnecessary labia surgeries 

(Clerico, Lari, Mojallal & Boucher, 2017). The study also described that women visiting a 

museum exhibition displaying various appearances of the vagina left feeling more confident 

about their own bodies, having seen how different vaginas can look. This indicates that seeing 

a more heterogenic array of how normal vaginas can look would be beneficial for many women. 

 

2.1 Method Theory 

These problematic norms are the reason why better educational material is essential to construct 

for young women. To create a product that is well suited for the target user it can be 

advantageous to divide the project into three parts, according to a method by Arvola’s (2014). 

These phases include the concept phase, the processing phase and the detail phase (own 

translations). However, the final phase will not be included in this project, as that phase includes 

creating a high-fidelity prototype, which will not be done in this project.  

 

2.1.1 The concept phase 

The concept phase is the initial phase where different concepts are explored through user 

research, personas, story boards and concept sketching, amongst other things. This phase is an 

important start to most design work, as it enhances the understanding of the target users’ needs 

(Arvola, 2014). According to Moggridge (2007), this is done by learning about the habits they 

have today and the contexts of which these habits take place. However, this is often something 

that the users cannot tell you explicitly. One way of finding these habits is by conducting user 

research through qualitative methods, where the researcher can, for example, ask several 

questions about the topic, and in this way find patterns to frame the problem. Sofaer (1999) 

states that qualitative methods can supply the researcher with a rich understanding of 

experiences from different points of views. It can also give a voice to those who are seldom 

heard. 

 

Interviews 

One qualitative method which is suitable for finding personal experiences is qualitative 

interviews (Howitt, 2013). With the use of a semi-structured interview the interviewer will have 
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a basic structure with the most important questions and will also have the freedom to expand 

the interview with questions, where suitable. This will make sure that the field is thoroughly 

explored, as the interviewer can add questions if an interesting topic appears. Therefore, the 

interview guide may also change after each interview, if the interviewer finds more topics to 

probe (Howitt, 2013).  

 

Often in qualitative interviews the interviewee may start talking about a topic before that 

question is reached in the interview guide. In those cases, it is up to the interviewer to decide if 

that track is to be followed or not. For the questions in the interview guide, they should be 

constructed as open questions, meaning that the questions cannot be answered with a yes or no 

answer. They should also encourage the interviewee to recount, explain and talk freely about 

the topic (Sofaer, 1999).  

  

For a semi-structured interview, some form of digital recording is often essential. This will 

make sure that the interviewer can focus on the participant instead of writing down the answers 

(Howitt, 2013). In the event of a phone interview the interviewer often need to work harder to 

get the participant to open up and explain thoroughly. In these cases, it is important to ask 

follow-up questions about the interviewee’s thoughts if needed (Arvola, 2014). Due to the 

exploring nature of qualitative interviews, they often become rather lengthy, and thereby few 

in numbers. To get more views and experiences they can be combined with other methods 

which can reach more users (Howitt, 2013). 

 

Active listening 

The difficult parts of interviewing are often both to get the interviewee to speak freely and at to 

stay focused during the whole session. This can be aided with active listening. Active listening 

is a way of focusing on what the interviewee is saying, and at the same time encourage them to 

speak more. One part of this is using opened-ended questions, which has been mentioned above, 

and by using minimal encourages. Minimal encourages could be, for example, nodding or 

making “uh-huh” and “mmm-hmm” noises to show that you are listening. It is also good to 

sometimes paraphrase what the speaker is saying to make sure that there are no 

misunderstandings. It may also help the interviewer to stay focused (Goodwin, 2012). In a study 

by Fischer-Lokou, Lamy, Guéguen and Dubarry (2016) active listening in the form of nodding 

and using minimal encourages was found to be the best option for encouraging the interviewees 
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and making them feel comfortable. However, they also found that paraphrasing should not be 

used excessively, as this can be counterproductive.   

 

Surveys 

As qualitative interviews often have few participants, a survey may be a good complement. In 

difference to interviews, surveys can reach more participants in less time, as they do not need 

an interviewer to ask the questions (Bryman, 2011). Due to this, a survey would be suitable for 

asking about the wording to use in the education material. The survey will be able to reach 

several women in a short time span, and thereby provide various views on different topics. 

 

Another positive aspect of surveys is that the participant does not get affected by the 

interviewer’s presence. It is often the case that the participant wants to either please the 

interviewer by giving the answer which they think that the interviewer wants to hear, or which 

present themselves in a positive way. By using surveys this aspect disappears (Bryman, 2011). 

This means that more sensitive subjects, such as insecurities about one’s genitals or questions 

that the participants have found embarrassing to ask, can be approached. However, something 

to think about when creating a survey is that one cannot help the participants if they have any 

questions, and it is not possible to ask any follow-up questions if an answer is unclear. 

Therefore, as few questions as possible should be opened-ended (Bryman, 2011). 

 

Priming 

Both in interviews and surveys there may be a danger in affecting the participants’ answers 

with the words and structures of the questions. Having priming in mind when constructing the 

questions may therefore be beneficial. Priming is an act where, for example, wording or 

behaviour influences another person’s actions and thoughts. The other person is usually not 

aware of the priming but is affected nonetheless (Gilder & Heerey, 2018). There has been some 

contradiction regarding whether it is really the wording or the actions of the researcher that 

affects the participants behaviour, but even so, one should be careful with the wording of the 

questions as it may affect the participants answers. 

 

Thematic analysis 

A big part of interviews and surveys is analysing the results. According to Braun and Clarke 

(2006) thematic analysis (TA) is a good way to analyse qualitative data, as it is a flexible method 
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it can be used for most subjects. It provides a way to interpret various parts of the topic, by 

stating the different themes found in the text or interview transcript. The analysis begins with 

finding patterns within the data, and the data is to be coded according to the themes. For the 

analysis the researcher must move between the extracted codes, the analysis and the dataset, 

and the researcher should be simultaneously writing as the analysis is made. The writing is a 

part of the analysis and not something to be done afterwards (Braun & Clarke, 2006). As this 

analysis method is suitable for qualitative research and can be used for various subjects, it seems 

appropriate for this study. Both an interview and a survey should generate various themes to be 

analysed.  

 

Braun and Clarke (2006) provides the following guidelines for conducting TA: First, the 

researcher should get familiarized with the data by re-reading and noting down any ideas that 

occurs. The second step is to create initial codes. This should be done systematically by 

gathering all data that fits the potential codes. Continuing, the researcher should draw potential 

themes from the codes, and collect all relevant data for each theme. The fourth step is to review 

the themes. This can be done by comparing the themes to the codes and the whole data set, 

creating a thematic “map” of the analysis. After this the themes should be defined and named. 

The definitions can be refined as the analysis progresses, making the definitions clearer each 

time. The final step is to produce a report with compelling examples which relates to the 

research questions. 

 

Persona 

Based on the collected information from the analysis, a persona can be made. A persona is a 

hypothetic person created from the collected information from participants. It is a made-up 

person created to ease the creative process as it gives the designer a specific person to create 

the design for. This will make it easier to evaluate the sketches as one can compare the sketch 

to the needs of the persona. The persona is divided into motivations, expectations and goals, 

and a project often have more than one persona with different motivations, expectations and 

goals (Arvola, 2014). 

 

One should also have in mind that the personality of the persona may strongly affect the final 

product. According to Anvari et al. (2017) changing the personality of the persona can alter the 

final product. Therefore, it is important to create the persona based on user research to make 

sure that the product is shaped for the real target group. Most common is to have one primary 
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persona for which all goals have to be fulfilled, and one or several secondary personas who’s 

goals are fulfilled if they are not in conflict with the primary persona’s goals (Arvola, 2014).  

 

2.1.2 The processing phase 

Arvola’s (2014) second phase, the processing phase, is centred around functions and 

interaction. It amounts in several sketches in more detail and will result in a first prototype. In 

this stage the prototype is to be believable, desired by the users and possible to implement. One 

of the methods to reach this point is, for example, creating a specification of requirements.  

 

Specification of requirements 

A specification of requirement can serve as a basis for decisions regarding the prototype. The 

specification of requirements is a specification based on information which has been collected 

during the concept phase and will be of aid when creating and evaluating the prototype. It is a 

list of requirements of what the product should contain to succeed with its goals, however, this 

is different from a list of features or solutions. In a specification of requirements, it is not to be 

specified in which ways the needs are to be solved, since it limits the creative process. 

Restricting the process early can prevent you from finding the best solution, as it may not seem 

like the most obvious solution in the beginning (Goodwin, 2012).  

 

A specification of requirement typically contains, at least, functional needs, data needs and 

product qualities. The functional needs specify which needs the user has. In extent, what the 

user should be able to do with the product (Arvola, 2014; Goodwin, 2012). At this stage, it is 

therefore favourable to have personas, as it will make it easier to form their goals and needs. 

The data needs contain specifications of which information the user must be able to process. 

These needs can be found in the persona’s specification and is the type of data that the personas 

search for, read or handle, together with important attributes attached to these objects. The 

product qualities are connected to the target group and the brand of the product. These are 

requirements which specify what the product should be able to withstand or which qualities that 

are necessary to satisfy the users beyond the functional needs. It can also be referred to as design 

requirements (Goodwin, 2012). 
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The think aloud method 

When the prototype has been created it has to be evaluated. There are several ways to evaluate 

a product; one of them being the think aloud method (van Someren & Barnard & 

Sandberg,1994). Sometimes it is difficult to simply ask a person how they reason when they, 

for example, figures out how a new webpage works. It may be hard to remember how one 

usually does, since we often act automatically. The think aloud method is a method used to 

extract information from users as they complete a task instead of trying to make them remember 

out of the blue. When using this method, the users are asked to think aloud as they try to 

complete a task. This means that they should state why they chose to, for example, push a button 

or swipe to the sides. 

 

When it comes to think aloud sessions not all tasks are suitable. Tasks where speed is of 

importance should be removed since talking when doing the task may slow down the process, 

as the user will have to think more when executing the task (van Someren & Barnard & 

Sandberg,1994). One must also think about not having tasks that are too difficult for the user. 

Tasks that are too cognitive demanding may not provide good data as the work load will 

increase with the talk aloud aspect. However, tasks that are too easy are not suitable either. The 

task should not be so easy that the participant can solve it automatically. It is also important 

that the tasks’ difficulty level is representative for the rest of the program to be able to draw 

conclusions (van Someren et al., 1994). This method is therefore suitable to test the prototype, 

but because of the restrictions it may be a good idea to combine think aloud with another method 

of evaluation, such as asking the participants questions afterwards. 

 

2.1.3 Ethics 

The Swedish Research Council has some ethical demands to follow when doing research with 

participants. They have four main demands: the information demand, the consent demand, the 

confidentiality demand and the utilization demand (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). These demands 

state that researcher needs to inform the participants about what their task will be in the project 

and that they have the right to terminate their participation at any time. If the participant chooses 

to end the participation no pressure to continue can be placed upon them. There should neither 

be any pressure to participate in the first place. The demands also state that the participant needs 

to leave their consent, written or verbal, before participating (Vetenskapsrådet, 2002). 
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3 Method 

To be able to design an educational product for females between 18-30, two interviews and a 

survey were conducted. Based on the results from these, a paper prototype was created and 

evaluated. The interview, survey and prototype testing were all done in Swedish. 

 

3.1 The Role of the Researcher 

Due to the semi-structured nature of the interview the researcher acquired the role of the active 

listener. The interviewer needed both listen carefully to what the interviewee said, ask relevant 

questions depending on the interviewee’s answers and actively show the interviewee that one 

is listening. 

 

3.2 Pre-design Research Procedures 

The design process was based on two of the three phases mentioned by Arvola (2014). In the 

concept phase user research was conducted through interviews and a survey. These were the 

base for personas and a requirement specification which indicated the direction of the design.  

 

3.2.1 Interview 

One of the interviews was carried out as a phone interview and the other one was conducted 

face-to-face. They were executed with two participants; a midwife and a gynaecologist. They 

were recruited via RISE Interactive’s contacts, meaning that they had previously been included 

in the project. The midwife had been working as a midwife in the youth health centre since 

1987 and as a sex counsellor since 2006. The gynaecologist had been working as a 

gynaecologist since 1990 and was now teaching at the medical program at Örebro University 

halftime and halftime at the gynaecology clinic. Together they covered the age span of the target 

group, as the youth health care centre includes women up to 25 and the gynaecology clinic 

mainly has appointments with women above 18. 

 

Interview procedure 

The interviews were semi-structured and therefore based on an interview guide, which can be 

found in appendix A, but also included questions which were thought up on spot. Before the 

interviews the interviewees were informed about the study, that their answers would be 

confidential and that they could decide to withdraw their answers anytime. 
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Further on, the interviews explored what information young adult females most often seek. 

They also contained questions about the midwife’s and gynaecologist’s own thoughts about 

which bodily changes they consider having the most implications for young women and which 

information young women are in greatest need of. The first two questions investigated the 

interviewee’s experience of how normal appointments were typically carried out. Question 3-4 

asked about the age of the visitors and if anything separated women between 18-30 from other 

ages. This was used to see if there were any major difference between the target group’s 

appointments and other appointments. Questions 5-12 were used to highlight the target groups 

information need. Several questions were asked on this topic to be able to get as broad a picture 

as possible. Question 8 and 13 was used to see if there is anything missing in the existing 

education material and of anything information requires a new solution. To be able to challenge 

norms, the current norms would also have to be explored. This was done through questions 14-

15. 

 

3.2.2 Survey 

Further on, the project needed to gather the young women’s own thoughts about their genitalia; 

which information they wanted and which wording that should be used for the design. To make 

sure that many different experiences were gathered a survey was preferred. The Survey 

consisted of 112 women between the ages of 18-30. Originally, 146 women answered the 

survey, but those who were not part of the target group were removed from the result. They 

were found through convenience sample by sending out the survey though two different groups 

on Facebook, and to friends and family. This also created a snowball sample, as they sent it 

forward to people they knew. One of the Facebook groups where the survey was posed was 

called “FITTLIFE – Underliv & hälsa”3 and was specifically about the topic of the female 

genitals. The other group was called “925”4 and was a group containing only of people who 

does not identify as men.  

 

Survey procedure 

At the beginning of the survey the participants could read a short text about the project, what 

their answers was for and that they would all be treated with confidentiality. The questions were 

based on the result from the interviews and can be found in appendix B. Half of the survey 

                                                 
3 https://www.facebook.com/groups/fittlife/ 
4 https://www.facebook.com/groups/1376556859070074/  

https://www.facebook.com/groups/fittlife/
https://www.facebook.com/groups/1376556859070074/
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consisted of questions related to current project, and the other half was for a bachelor thesis by 

Samuelsson (2018). Those questions are not to be used in current study. 

 

3.3 Design Procedures 

The interview and the survey were the basis for two personas representing the target users and 

their goals. The personas supplied access to the user’s needs and thereby facilitated a more user 

centred design. They were used to create the specification of requirements and in the sketching 

processes. The first set of sketches were made in the concept phase to generate possible 

concepts. After the concept had been chosen, based on critera from the specification of 

requirement, several sketches were made to find a design that was suitable for the concept and 

the users. This resulted in a paper prototype. 

 

3.4 Evaluation Procedures 

Five sets of user tests were conducted at the end of this project. The users were five women 

between the age of 22-26 who were found through convenience sample and they tested the 

prototype separately. The results were used for final feedback on future improvements. Before 

testing the prototype, the participants were informed about how the testing would be executed 

and they were asked to talk about the choices they made. They were also told that they could 

withdraw from the test at any time. 

 

The procedures during the test was that the participants received a task and were to rate how 

difficult they thought the task would be. They were then to execute the task and afterwards rate 

how difficult they found the task to be. This was repeated for three different tasks and after this 

the participants answered how intuitive they thought the prototype was, how useful they thought 

the final site would be for them and if they had pointers on how to improve the program. The 

result was analysed in Likert scale, and the prototype was also analysed and evaluated by the 

researcher, according to needs in the requirement specification.
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4 Results 

The results from the study is summed up in the following section. It includes both results from 

pre-design and post-design. 

 

4.1 Pre-design Research Results 

The pre-design result contain result from both the interviews and the survey. The interviews 

served as the basis from the survey questions.  

 

4.1.1 Interview results 

The interviews were, as mentioned held with a gynaecologist and a midwife. Both interviews 

were conducted in Swedish and the quotes have thereby been translated to English. They were 

analysed through thematic analysis which generated themes according to the content. These 

themes can be found in the appendix C. 

 

Type of appointments 

One of the themes in the analysis was type of appointments. The interviews revealed that there 

is a big difference between type of appointments at both the youth healthcare centre and the 

obstetrics and gynaecology department. The difference at the youth healthcare centre were 

reported to be due to big age differences, culture and disabilities. The midwife claimed that age 

differences are visible in the maturity level of the younger and older girls. She also said that 

some of the online resources, like UMO.se, had “a bit to low level for the older girls”.  

 

The gynaecologist said that her appointments vary due to age, as well, but are also very varied 

within the target group. She explained that she has many appointments from girls who are 

worried about diseases or infections, but rarely about more serious diseases, like cancer. She 

also said that both pregnant and non-pregnant women come to her because of bleeding 

disorders, and several because of pain. She said that many of them feel a distress because they 

do not know what the problems stem from. Several of them has searched for help over a long 

time, leading to frustration. They often express that “there has to be something wrong”. The 

midwife explained that several girls also want information or help with contraceptives, 

tampons, sexuality and lust.  
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Further on, they both said that there are probably a lot of women who does not visit them, even 

though they might need or want to. The midwife said that she has never had any circumcised 

girls coming to see her, even though they would need as much advice as other girls. The 

gynaecologist also thought that there were many girls who did not visit the gynaecology clinic, 

however, she did have some patients who were circumcised. Most often, they had needs that 

are associated purely to the circumcision, and thereby very different from other patients.  

 

Body consciousness 

Another theme from the interviews was body consciousness meaning that several women are 

conscious about how their vaginas look. The gynaecologist had been working in the area for 

over 25 years and she said she has seen a development over time where women have come to 

care more about how their vagina looks. She explained that this was “not big issue” when she 

started out, indicating that something has happened during the last 25 years which has changed 

the norms around the vagina. She thought that this could be both due to the internet and because 

of the trend to shave the vagina completely, further exposing the look of one’s labium. The 

gynaecologist also explained that she had met with many women asking for surgery to reduce 

the size of their inner labia, however, the clinic does not offer surgeries unless it’s due to issues 

post-labour. 

 

The midwife had met with girls wanting to reduce their inner labia as well. Some, due to how 

it looked, and some wanted an operation because it hindered them during, for example, sports 

and in their everyday life. Both she and the gynaecologist tried to talk the girls out of it by 

explaining about the wide span of the “normal” labium and explaining about the possible side 

effects of a surgery. The gynaecologist explained that due to the large amount of nerve endings 

in the labium they could become very sensitive and irritated, and the midwife expressed that 

some of them got problems for life. She compared the surgery to circumcision stating that “we 

try to work on preventing circumcision, now people are paying tens of thousands [Swedish 

crowns] to get their genitals circumcised. For the sake of their looks”. None of them knew how 

many of women who proceed with the surgery, paying for the operation from their own pockets. 

 

Knowledge gap 

Another theme found through the analysis was knowledge gap. Both professionals stated that 

many issues that the women face are due to poor knowledge about their body. For example, the 
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midwife said that many girls have problems with shaving because they do not know the function 

and the structure of the pubic hair. Another gap in knowledge that was mentioned was that 

several young women does not know how much difference there is in the normal variation of 

the appearance of the vagina. 

 

Both interviewees expressed that there is a lot of misinformation about the female genitals. The 

gynaecologist said that there were “more and more information online” and that many people 

learn how the genitals are “supposed” to look from images online. The midwife said that finding 

information online could be both positive and negative. She claimed that there was a lot of good 

information to find, if you started looking, but that many girls search online looking for specific 

information to confirm what they already believe. When they find it they often stop looking, 

even though what they have found may not be correct. She also thought that some 

misinformation could come from friends, as they are often a big influence at that age. This 

indicates that it is important that the information is easy to access, so that the users will not have 

to go through a lot of searching to find good information. 

 

The subject that both professionals regarded as the most important for women to learn was 

knowing what happened in the body. With this they meant knowing what happenes during the 

menstrual cycle and how this is connected to effects in the body, how the body changes before 

sex and what functions these changes in the genitals means. They also stressed that knowing 

about what you can do to ease menstrual cramps, which contraception methods that works for 

you, the functions of the pubic hair and vaginal discharge is important. 

 

What they want in a product 

When it comes to an education material they both thought that images showing the variation of 

vaginas was coveted. They wanted a material which would de-dramatize the female sexuality 

and genitals, containing explanations and look true to life. The midwife also wanted the pictures 

to be in 3D, as one could then look from different angles. These are all points to consider for 

the product and the specification of requirements. 

 

4.1.2 Survey result 

The survey questions were based on the result from the interviews. Question 1 and 2 were used 

to create descriptive statistics about the participants. Question 3-6 was asked to decide on choice 
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of wording for the future education material. Question 3 and 4 contained an image and the 

question “What do you prefer to call the body part on the image?” The image for question 3 

was of the inner part of the genitals and the image for question 4 was of the outer part of the 

genitals. Using images for the questions made sure that the user was not primed with a word 

used in the questions. In the fifth question the participants were to answer which associations 

these words had. 

 

The fourth wording question contained a list of different words for the female genitals and the 

participants were to fill in what connotation different words had for them. To decide which 

words to include in the list, a Google-search of names of the female genitalia was done. Through 

this search several words were found, and all words included in the top-3 search list on Google 

were included in the survey. This amounted in 10 different words for which the participants of 

the survey were to specify what association the wording had for them. The pre-existing 

alternatives were “positive”, “negative”, “neutral”, “humoristic”, “insulting” or “childish”, and 

the participant could also mark the box for “other” if they thought the word had another 

connotation. 

 

To continue, question 7 and 8 was about seeking health care for genital problems. By asking 

these questions the study wanted to find out whether women often sought professional help or 

not. If they did not seek help even though they had issues with the genitals this could indicate 

an area where further information is needed. Questions 9, 13 and 15 sought to map out the 

information need as well, and questions 8b and 10-12 was used to see what kind of education 

material that should be created. To be able to know which norms that should be held in mind 

when creating the prototype, question 14 asked about this. All questions, but the last one, were 

obligatory. 

 

The result generated from the survey is summed up in the following section. It consists of 

several quotes which have all been translated from Swedish. The original quotes can be found 

in tables in the appendix D. The survey result consisted of answers from 112 different women 

from the target group (M = 24.22, SD = 3.00) where two women (1.79%) reported to have 

given birth during some point in their life.  
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Word choices 

As mentioned previously a few questions related to the preferred use of words, when talking 

about the female genitals. The first question asked the participants to state which words they 

used when talking about the complete set of reproductive organs. They were allowed to mention 

several words if the wanted to. This generated 25 different words, ranging from “underliv” (eng. 

genital) to “vulva”. The three most popular words were “underliv”, “fitta” (eng. cunt) and 

“vagina”, mentioned by 33.0%, 17.9% and 14.2% of the participants, respectively.  3.57% of 

the participants also said that they did not know what they called it or that they did not find any 

word to be comfortable to use. 

 

The participants were also asked to define the subjective associations of the word/s they used. 

This was done as free-text answers. Some examples of the reported associations for “underliv” 

was “pretty positive”, “neutral”, “taboo”, “clinical” and “impersonal”. Some of the associations 

for “fitta” included “grand”, “slightly negative”, “neutral” and “sometimes crude”. “Vagina” 

included associations such as “pretty positive”, “taboo” and “neutral but sometimes 

embarrassing to say”. 

 

Table 1 

Which words participants preferred to use and the associations these words had for them. 

 

 

In the continuing question the participants were also asked to name the outer part of the genitals. 

This generated a list of 20 words, similar to the words from the previous question, however 

with a different frequency. The four most popular words were “fitta”, “fiffi” (eng. fanny), 

“snippa” (eng. clam) and “underliv”. The percentage and associations of these words can be 

seen in table 1. There, it is described that “fitta” was mentioned by 23.2% of the participants 

together with associations such as “negative”, “positive”, “humoristic” and “has been negative 

but is now being reclaimed”. “Fiffi” occurred in 22.2% of the answers and some of its 

Word Percentage preferring the word Associations

Fitta 23.2%

"Negative", "positive", "humoristic", 

"has been negative but is now being 

reclaimed"

Fiffi 22.2%
"neutral", "humorisric", "chill", 

"cute", "de-dramatized", "easy going"

Snippa 9.82% "positive", "neutral"

Underliv 9.82% "positive", "neutral"
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associations were “neutral”, “humoristic”, “chill”, “cute”, “de-dramatized” and “easy going”. 

“Snippa” and “underliv” occurred in 9.82% of the answers, respectively; both with the 

associations of being “positive” and “neutral”. 

 

The participants were then asked to fill in connotations of ten pre-decided words. The 

participants could mark several associations for each word and had the possibility to fill in other 

connotations for words of their choice in a text box underneath. The most popular words and 

the associations of them can be found in figure 1 below. In figure 1, we can see that “fiffi” 

received the highest number of positive marks, with 52.7% of the participants marking it as 

positive. 35.7% also marked as being humoristic and 33% found the word to be childish. Two 

participants wrote that they did not like to use the word as it is sometimes used as a first name 

for girls. The two words perceived as the most neutral was “underliv” and “vagina” with 75% 

and 74.1% marks respectively. 18.8% also marked “Underliv” as being outdated and some 

participants considered it to be a word most commonly used at hospitals and in clinical 

situations, however, 24.1% of the participants marked it as positive. “Vagina” was seen as 

outdated by 51.1% of people, and 34.8% marked it as positive. This word was also described 

to be used in clinical situations, and to be stiff and academic. “Fitta”, marked as empowering 

by 57.1% of people, degrading by 42.9% of people and negative by 42% of the participants. It 

was also said to be sexy and crude. 

 

Figure 1. Histograms of the 5 most popular word associations. 

 

Seeking professional help 

In the survey the participants were asked whether they had ever seen either a gynaecologist or 

a midwife; 92.9% said that they had. They were then asked to state the type of appointments 
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they had been to and were able to select several answers. Figure 2 illustrates that the most 

common type of visit was for contraceptives, and the second most common appointment was 

disease and infection related. 

 

 

Figure 2. Type of visits to the gynaecologist/midwife. Several answers could be selected. 

 

Further on, 61.6% stated that they had, at least once, had a problem which they had chosen not 

to seek help for. The reported issues which they had not sought help for were many. Several 

women had avoided seeking help for issues regarding fungus, divergent smell and vaginal 

discharge. Other problems had been blisters, bleeding issues, urinary infection, dryness and 

endometriosis. There were various reasons why they had not sought help, and these can be seen 

in table 2. The biggest themes for this question was that it felt uncomfortable to go there and 

that it felt unnecessary, however, 13% also reported having low faith in the health care system. 

Among those who said that they had low faith in the health care system some stated that it was 

because of bad experiences. One participant, for example, said: “ I was approached in a bad 

way when I sought help previously”. Some of the participants were afraid of not being taken 

seriously. 
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Table 2 

Reasons for not seeing a gynaecologist about a problem. 

 

 

Several women seem to have decided not to seek help for their problem as they felt like it was 

embarrassing to go there. Others feared that there would be something unnatural about their 

vagina, which deterred them from going, but a lot of people also found their problem to be too 

small to require help. 95.7% of them later stated that they had searched for information by 

Theme Sub theme Quote

Felt uncomfortable to 

go there

Embarrassing "Was young and thought it was 

embarrassing"

Troublesome "Troublesome to go there/be there"

Shame "I was ashamed to talk about it and 

decided to deal with it by myself",  "Afraid 

to show myself to anyone. Afraid of not 

being normal, that I'm doing it wrong. 

Shame"

It felt unnecessary Not serious 

enough

"didn't feel it was serious enough"

Deal with it alone "Felt unnecessary, could deal with it 

myself'."

Canot be solved "It seems like nothing can be done when I 

search for information by myself"

passed/will pass "I thought it would probably pass on its 

own"

Takes a lot of time "It takes a long time to get help"

Was too lazy to go "I was too lazy"

Low faith in the female 

healthcare system

Bad 

experience

"Met with unprofessional gynaecologists", 

"I have previously not received the help I 

needed and have not felt well treated by 

the health care system"

Worry about 

bad 

experience

"bad experiences from other women 

seeking for enometriosis, will I be taken 

seriously? ", "Worry about being treated 

badly or not receiving the help I need"

Scared to go there "I'm really scared of sitting in the 

gynaecologist chair", "I didn't dare", 

"Didn't dare, let it pass "
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themselves instead. Table 3 describes that out of these women, 85.5% had searched the internet, 

8.7% had asked friends or family, 1.4% had used some other means to find information and 

4.3% had not looked for any information at all.  

 

Table 3 

Which source of information the participants had used instead of seeking professional help 

 

 

Questions they never asked 

36.6% of the participants reported that they had at least once had a question about the female 

genital which they had felt too uncomfortable to ask. Some of the questions can be seen in table 

4 below. Several women had wanted to ask if they look normal both when it came to the labia 

and the genital hair. Other had questions about hygiene where several women had been worried 

about the smell of their vagina, how often one should wash the vagina and whether it was 

normal for it to itch. Another big theme was about feeling pain during intercourse and how 

much pain that was normal to have. 

 

Information source Percentage

Internet 85.5%

Friends or family 8.70%

Other means 1.45%

None 4.35%
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Table 4 

Questions that the participants have wanted to ask but not felt comfortable enough to do. 

 

 

Theme Subtheme Quote

Do I look normal? Overall looks "Do I look normal?"

Labia "Are my labia too large?", "Are my 

inner labia uncomnonly large?" 

Hair "Hair"

Divergent smell "If it smells weird, itches etc. "

Questions related to the 

menstrual cycle

Bleeding "If it's normal that the period is 

lumpy"

Tampons "I can't use tampons and thought 

that this was only me until I was 

about 20", "How do I insert a 

tampon?"

PMS "What can I do about my horrible 

pms?"

Questions related to 

hygiene

Washing "Is it unhygienic not to wash 'fiffi' 

several times a week?"

Itching "Is my itchyness normal?"

Questions around sex Pain "Why I had pains during 

intercourse"

Orgasm "If it's because of how I look that I 

have a hard time having an 

orgasm"

Questions related to 

diseases

STDs "disease related such as  sexually 

transmitted diseases", "herpes"

Fungus "If it is common to have reoccuring 

fungi infections and bacterial 

vaginosis"

Other diseases "Vaginism", "knots at the vaginal 

opening"

Questions related to pain "pain", "Endometriosis", "What 

one can do if my inner labia is 

starting to give me problems in the 

shape of chafing because they 

cannot fit inside my outer labia"

Questions related to 

pregnancy

"If I look normal down there. 

What you can expect around your 

genitals after giving birth. Not only 

the nearest time after childbirth 

but longer than that."
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Learn more 

The participants were then asked to enter something about the female genitals that they would 

like to know more about. Many of the participants said that they wanted to know more about 

the biology of their genitals, such as, “body parts and their functions”, but also about how 

different vaginas could look. One women asked “Are my labia too large?” and another wrote 

“if I look normal down there”. Several of them wanted to know more about the mucosa, and 

why it was “sore and dry” and what could be done about it. They also wanted more information 

about sexually transmitted diseases (STD’s) and diseases like endometriosis and bacterial 

vaginosis. Some participants wanted to know more about pregnancy; for example, how the 

vagina is affected by giving birth and how it would recover after childbirth. 

 

Another big theme was information about sex where the participants had questions ranging 

from “why you can get different kinds of orgasm”, how you could decrease pain and how the 

body prepared itself for sex. Several participants were also interested in knowing more about 

the menstrual cycle: “what happens during the period, ovulation, fertilization, etc.”, “how 

hormones affect the whole body connected to menstruation” and “menstruation problems, what 

is normal and not. For example, how much should menstrual cramps hurt for it to be something 

to be treated”. 

 

Further on, several participants wanted to have more practical information. Examples of this 

was that they wanted to know how different acidity or alkalinity levels (pH-balance) affects the 

vagina and how to prevent imbalances. Some of them also stated that they wanted to know how 

to fix “everyday problems” and if different kind of food could help with the pH-balance. They 

wanted information that could be used from home, which could help them with everyday care 

of the vagina and knowing when one “should contact a gynaecologist”. They seem to feel like 

it was difficult to know if it, for example, was normal for the vagina to feel itchy and sometimes 

painful or if it could be treated.  

 

Worries about the genitals 

When it came to having worries about the genitals, either about appearance or function, there 

were some topics that reoccurred in several answers. 73.8% of all participants said that they 

had one or more worries, 23.2% said that they had none and 2.68% said that they did not know. 

In table 5, we can see that 28.6% wrote that they were worried, or had previously been worried, 
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about the looks of their vagina and 34.4% of them specified that they felt anxious because of 

their inner labia was too big or uneven. Other worries about the looks were about shaving or 

not shaving, colour of the vagina not being light enough or the vagina not looking “perfect”. 

 

Table 5 

Percentage of participants who answered that they had worries about their genitals. 

 

 

Another reoccurring theme was worries about sex, where several women were worried about 

not wanting to have enough sex and having trouble getting orgasms, but there was also a 

participant who was concerned because she felt like it was “too easy to have an orgasm”. 

Several women also answered that they were concerned about pains and dryness in relation to 

sex. Some of them were worried that they were “not going to enjoy sex because of pain”, and 

some expressed that this had been a withstanding problem for them. However, there was also 

one who expressed that she was worried about “sex partners not understanding what to do with 

it”. 

 

Further on, there were also concerns about pregnancy. Some women were anxious about “not 

being able to have children” and others about the side effects after having an abortion. There 

were also worries about being in labour and not knowing how the vagina would change 

afterwards. Other concerns were about how to take care of the hygiene, irregularities in the 

menstrual cycle, about catching STD’s or other genital diseases, and vaginal dryness and at 

which age this was supposed to occur. 

 

Norms about appearance 

When asked about the norms around the genitals the answers included both the appearance and 

functions. The participants could decide for themselves what they considered to be a norm. 

When it came to looks, some participants stated that the norms were that the vagina should 

“look like a child’s”, and that it should be “light pink”, “tight and small”. Some also added that 

one should have the “inner labia inside the outer”. The inner labia should not be visible and 

“the outer should also be minimal”, as well as both labia should be symmetric. 

 

Theme Percentage Subtheme Percentage

Worries abut appearance 28.6 Appearance of labia 34.4

Other worries 65.6
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Another norm was that the “vulva should be shaved”. One participant also clarified that it 

should be completely hairless for women below 20 and trimmed for women above 20. However, 

she was the only one who mentioned that there would be a difference between ages. Others 

only stated that it should be “well shaved”. 

 

Norms about function and attitudes 

When it came to norms about the function of the genitals there seemed to be an overall 

agreement that the norm was that the vagina should function without any issues. Several women 

expressed that the genitals should, for example be “problem free” and that the period is 

“regular” and “the same for everyone”. Some participants also said that the vagina is also 

supposed to “smell nice”. There were some conflicting norms when it came to dryness. Some 

participants answered that the vagina should be wet, whilst other said that the norm was for the 

vagina to the dry. However, none of them stated in which situation this was in, which means 

that they could have meant completely different situations.  

 

Further on, some participants answered that one norm was that one should “want to ‘use’ the 

vagina for in sexual situations”, and that “sex can only feel nice”. At the same time there were 

also answers stating that “the norm is that it should hurt to have a pussy sometime, e.g. with 

intercourse (e.g. the myth that the first time should hurt)”, underlining a conflict between only 

feeling pleasure from sex and it being a norm that sex sometimes hurt. 

 

Another norm that was mentioned was that there is a “norm of silence” around the vagina. “[I]t 

should be talked about quietly if it is not a joke and masturbation is something that one does 

not talk about in public situations”. One participant also said that “one is expected to either 

know everything or be coy about one’s genitals”, which shows that there may be two sides to 

this norm, as well. 

 

Other results 

When asking about their overall habit of searching for information about the genitals online 

77.7% of all participants said that they had searched information online several times, 22.3% 

said that they had searched for information online once, and no participants had never used the 

internet to search for information; this can be seen in table 6. Table 7 illustrates how difficult 

the participants thought it was to find reliable information about the female genitals. Here, we 
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can see that 23.2% stated that they thought that it was difficult to find reliable information, 

59.8% said they sometimes found it difficult and 17% said that they did not find it to be difficult 

at all. When asked about their own perceived knowledge about the female genital they could 

answer on a Likert scale from one to seven, one being very little. In figure 3, we can see that 

33.9% participants answered a five, 0.9%, being one person, said she had very little knowledge 

and 8.9% answered a seven, stating that they had a lot of knowledge about the female genitals. 

 

Table 6 

How many participants who had used the internet to find information about their genitals 

 

 

Table 7 

The participants’ answers on how difficult they thought it was to find reliable information about 

the female genitals 

 

 

 

Figure 3. Perceived knowledge about the female genitals. 1 being very little knowledge and 7 being a lot of knowledge. 
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4.1.3 Personas 

Based on the interviews and the survey two different personas were created. “Hilda” (figure 4) 

is the primary persona and “Eva” (figure 5) is the secondary. Hilda is part of the target group 

for the education material, and therefore she is the primary persona. Eva is not the target user 

for the product but will be using it for the benefit of the target users. Therefore, she is the 

secondary persona. 

 

Figure 4. A summary of the primary person “Hilda”. 

 

Figure 5. A summary of the secondary persona “Eva”. 
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4.1.4 Specification of requirement 

The specification of requirement is based on information from the interviews, the survey and 

the personas, and it is illustrated in table 8, below. The two top functional needs are based on 

the persona “Hilda” and the two lower functional needs are based on “Eva”. Building on these 

functional needs the data needs were extracted. The service needs were created so that the 

product will suit the target group in wording, appearance and access. These are not connected 

to the other needs. They are separate needs which the product should meet. 

 

Table 8 

The specification of requirement. The functional needs represent the functions which the 

personas need to be able to reach their goals. The data need are the data which needs to be 

included to carry out the functional needs. The Service needs are further requirements which 

may go beyond the personas’ needs. The service needs are not connected to the other 

categories. 

 

 

4.2 Design Results 

Based on the personas, several sketches were created. The first sketches were concept ideas of 

which kind of educational product that could be created. These can be seen in appendix E. As 

the specification of requirement stated that the product had to be easily accessible both from 

home and for a professional, the concept of a website was chosen. Anything outside the internet 

would be more difficult to access. After this, several sketches for each page on the website were 

Functional needs Data needs Service needs

Find information about the 

menstrual cycle

Information on all steps in the 

cycle. Include information about 

different organs. Interactive.

Use wording appropriate for 

women between 18-30 years 

old

Find information on common 

genital diseases

Information about symptoms, 

treatment, and how to prevent it 

from happening

Counteract appearance norms

See how different vaginas can 

look

Contain images of the genitals 

with different labium, skin color, 

clitoris, pubic hair.

Ability to access both from 

home and from a youth health 

care centre.

How the body prepares for sex

Information on different body 

parts and what happens with 

them before sex, including 

information of why one may feel 

pain during sex.
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created. For each alternative a list of pros and cons was written, and the one which fulfilled the 

most requirements was chosen.  

 

4.2.1 The prototype 

The prototype was created on A5 paper. Three different webpages were made for the prototype, 

as these were the ones required to fulfil the tasks of the prototype testing. The pages that were 

created for the prototype were the customization page (figure 6), the page of the menstrual cycle 

(figure 7) and the page for yeast infections (figure 9). Other than this the menu was also created. 

 

 

Figure 6. Image of the customization page of the website displaying a chosen appearance of the vagina and the different 

categories where the vagina can be changed. 

 

In the customization page the user can customize the vagina of their choice. This page was 

added to counteract the norms around the appearance of the vagina, as it provides a large variety 

of vaginas. The customization can be done either by pressing the dice for randomization or by 

changing different parts of the vagina by clicking the arrows at the various categories. When 

clicking the arrows, the appearance of that part of the vagina will change in different ways. The 

different parts will not change size in a linear scale but rather skip between different 

appearances. Clicking the arrows of the labia may, for example, make the labia longer, shorter 

or uneven. 
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The vagina chosen at this section will be used throughout the site whenever a vagina is 

displayed, for example, when looking at symptoms for yeast infections. When first entering the 

site, the vagina will always be randomized. In this way no vagina is set to be the standard for 

this site, and users will therefore be exposed to vaginas of different appearance even if they 

choose not to customize one. 

 

 

Figure 7. Image of the first part of the menstrual cycle. The left side showcases an image of the state of the uterus during current 

phase and the right side displays informative text describing the phase. 

 

The section on the menstrual cycle contain 4 different pages; one for each phase of the cycle. 

For every page, the name of the phase is displayed at the top and an image of the state of the 

uterus is shown below. Under the uterus you can see the days where this phase takes place and 

arrows at the side, which allows one to move forward and backwards in the menstrual cycle. At 

the right side of the image there is an informative text which describes what happens during the 

phase. If the user wants more information about the phase she can click different parts of the 

uterus. Clicking menstruation will, for example bring forth a text about the length of the 

menstruation (figure 8). Only a few parts of the uterus contain extra information in prototype, 

but the idea is that most parts will interactable in a final website, as this will provide the users 

with the possibility to choose how much in-depth information they want to receive. 
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Figure 8. Image the menstrual phase and the extra information which can be read about the menstruation. 

 

 

Figure 9. Image of the page for yeast infections. The left side shows an image of the vagina with the symptoms of a yeast infection 

and the right side contains a drop-down list with “Symptoms”, “Treatment”, “Counteracting yeast infections” and “When should 

you seek help?” 

 

The webpage for yeast infections contains a picture of the vagina with visible symptoms and a 

drop-down list (figure 9). The drop-down list contains four different headings: “Symptoms”, 

“Treatment”, “Counteracting yeast infections” and “When should you seek help?”. These 

headings are based on the result from the survey which showed that many of the participants 

wanted to know how you could treat infections yourself and how to counteract different 
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infections from home. Since several of the participants had avoided healthcare because they 

thought that the infection was not serious enough the heading of when to seek healthcare was 

also included. The idea is that this page should exist for other infections and diseases as well; 

with some alterations of the headings, depending on the infection. The complete set of sketches 

and the full prototype can be found in appendix F. 

 

Additions to the prototype 

There was some information from the survey which will be added to a final product but has 

not been included in the prototype due to time restrains. One thing which will be added is a 

section about how the body prepares for sex. This will include both how the genitals changes 

during arousal and why one might feel pain during sex if the body is not prepared. The 

program will also include a section about hygiene where the user will learn how to take care 

of their vagina, and sections for several different diseases and infections. 

 

4.3 Evaluation result 

The prototype was evaluated on two different aspects; how well it met the specification of 

requirement (table 3) and what the users thought of the prototype.  

 

4.3.1 Evaluation from specification of requirement 

As to how well it met the specification of requirement, the functional needs was that a user had 

to be able to find information about the menstrual cycle, common genital diseases, how different 

vaginas can look, and how the body prepares for sex. The first three can be found in the 

prototype, however, the last requirement was not created at this point. For the data requirements, 

all requirements, but the one related how the body prepares for sex, were met. 

 

As for the service needs the requirements was that the wording was to be appropriate for women 

between 18-30, that it would include a wide range of illustrations of the vagina, that there would 

be a possibility to access the product both from home and work, and that it should counteract 

appearance norms. To satisfy the first requirement the final product will use the words which 

the most women rated as having the most positive and neutral wording, which was “vagina” 

and “underliv”. “Vagina” is to be used when talking about the outer parts of the genitals and 

“underliv” will be used when talking about the complete set of genital organs. In the 

customization page there were various categories where the user can change the vagina. The 
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user can, for example, change size of labia, skin colour, pubic hair and colour of vagina, which 

satisfies the second criteria. This is also something which will, hopefully, counteract norms, 

which is another requirement. As the material is supposed to be a website it can also be accessed 

both from home and work. 

 

4.3.2 Evaluation from users 

Since the primary persona was a young woman, and thereby had the most important goals to 

reach, the prototype testing was done only on this age group. There were five different 

participants who all participated in a separate prototype testing session. The first task they got 

was to randomize the appearance of the vagina on the first page and then change the appearance 

of the labia once. According to the result the participants thought that it would be of medium 

difficulty with a mean of 3.6 and a range of 3 (figure 10). One participant also expressed out 

loud that it was hard to know how complicated it would be, since she was not familiar with the 

website. The result after the task showed that they had found the customization task to be very 

easy, since all of them gave the task a one in difficulty (figure 11). One participant expressed 

that she had no idea how vaginas, other then her own, could look, before this task. 

 

  

Figure 10. Graph showing the rated difficulty for the first task 

before the participants completed the task.

Figure 11. Graph showing the rated difficulty of task 1 after the 

task had been completed.

 

For the second task the participants were to find out more information about the follicles in the 

follicle phase of the menstrual cycle. To do this, they had to open the menu, select “menscykeln” 

(menstrual cycle), use the arrows to change the phase of the cycle and press the ovaries of the 

interactive uterus image. For this task, the ratings pre-task were more unanimous, and the mean 

was 3.4 with a range of 1 (figure 12). Two participants stated that they thought that this sounded 

a bit more complicated. Afterwards, they rated the task with a mean of 3.6 and a range of 3 

(figure 13). Some of them stated that it was difficult to know that the image was interactive, 
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and one participant first tried to press the word “äggblåsa” (follicle) in the information text 

beside the image.   

 

  

Figure 12. Graph showing the rated difficulty for the 

second task before the participants completed the task. 

Figure 13. Graph showing the rated difficulty of the second task 

after the task had been completed.

 

In the third task the participants were to find out the symptoms for yeast infections. To do this 

they had to go to the menu, select “sjukdomar” (diseases), chose “svampinfektion” (yeast 

infections) and then click “symptomer” (symptoms) in the drop-down list. The participants 

rated this with a mean of 2.6 and a range of 1, before the task (figure 14), and one participant 

pointed out that she thought that it would be easier since the other tasks had been quite easy. 

The result showed that this task was perceived to be easier than expected, as well, with a mean 

of 1.4 and the range of 1 (figure 15). All participants but one rated it as easier on the scale, 

giving it the mean of 1.4 and range of 1. 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Graph showing the rated difficulty for the third 

task before the participants completed the task. 

Figure 15. Graph showing the rated difficulty of the third task 

after the task had been completed.  

 

Further on, the participants were asked how intuitive they thought the prototype was. All 

participants rated it above middle, making it a mean of 6.2 with the range of 2 (figure 16). When 
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it came to the question of how useful they thought the site would be for them, the mean was 5 

and the range 2 (figure 17).  

 

  

Figure 16. Graph showing how intuitive the participants rated 

the website to be.

Figure 17. Graph showing how useful the participants rated 

the page to them for them personally. 

 

To be able to improve the application the users were also asked if they had any suggestions on 

improvements. Three of the participants stated that they would like it to be more obvious that 

the uterus is interactive for more information. One of them also wanted there to be a text for 

randomizing the customization instead of, or as a complement to, the dice. One participant 

wrote that she thought it would be a good idea if the site had a search field.
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5 Discussion 

The current study investigated how an education material about the female genitals should be 

designed to fit women between the age to 18-30. It looked especially on wording, norms and 

the information need of the target group. To find out what education needs women in this age 

span have and which wording to use in a material, both interviews and a survey were executed. 

Based on the information from these, a prototype was created and evaluated. 

 

5.1 Result Discussion 

The interviews provided a broad image of the needs of the target user. Like the study by 

Howarth et al. (2016) they revealed a significant lack of knowledge about the appearance of 

normal vaginas. Both interviewees reported that they had various appointments with women 

who were unhappy about their vaginal appearance, some of them to the extent that they wanted 

to go through with plastic surgery. Neither of them reported any number of how many women 

who wanted to go through with this but specified that this happened quite often. The 

gynaecologist also said that she had noticed a big increase in the number of women who were 

unhappy about their genital appearance since she first began working as a gynaecologist, 25 

years ago. This goes well in line with Michala et al. (2012) stating that the amount of genital 

plastic surgery has increased. 

 

By conducting interviews before the survey, the questions could be based, partly, on the 

interview responses. It also gave the possibility of comparing the responses from the target 

group to the professionals when it came to, for example, which knowledge young women need. 

As it turned out, both the interviews and the survey presented similar results. The professionals 

thought that young women needed to get more information about the different parts of the body 

and the process of the menstrual cycle, and the participants in the survey concurred. 

 

The women in the study also showed a significant need to be exposed to different shaped 

vaginas. 28.6% of them were unhappy with the appearance of the vagina, and for 34.4% of 

them, this was because they thought they had too big, or uneven inner labia. This illustrates a 

skewness in the norm as the number of women being insecure over this underlines that it is 

indeed normal. This is in line with the study by Lykkebo et al. (2017) which said that most 

women who does not think that their vagina looks normal has visible inner labia. This 

highlighted the need for an education material displaying various vaginal appearances to show 

the big variety of normal vaginas. 
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When it comes to the suggestion of education material, the user research resulted in a paper 

prototype of a possible website. Since the majority of the participants already used the internet 

to find information regarding the vagina, and the product needed to be able to be accessed from 

a workplace, a website was considered to be the best alternative. Adding to this, many of the 

participants stated that they felt like it was sometimes difficult to find reliable information. A 

website would therefore be good way of supplying reliable information which they could easily 

reach. 

 

Something which was included in the prototype was genital infections and diseases, this was 

because one issue which the participants wanted to know more about was genital diseases. This 

included STD’s, infections and diseases related to menstruation, such as endometriosis. Even 

though several women reported wanting to know more about this, many had avoided going to 

the gynaecologist when they had experienced infections. For some of them this was because of 

low faith in the female heath care system, and for others it was simply because it did not feel 

serious enough. This is one reason why a website is a good alternative for the education 

material. By creating a good online source, women who avoids the gynaecologist can still find 

reliable information about their genitals. 

 

The prototype was based on data from the interviews and the survey, but not everything could 

be included. The result showed that women between 18-30 want and need various information 

about the female genitals, ranging from the menstrual cycle to hygiene and effect of hormones. 

Not all of this could be included in the prototype at this stage, but more can be added in a final 

product. 

 

Another result from the survey was that the choice in wording varied to a big extent between 

the participants. Therefore, it was difficult to know which wording to use. It is something that 

should be considered more in the future and it can probably be solved in various ways. For this 

product the words that were chosen, “vagina” and “underliv”, were chosen because of how 

many people that preferred them based on the markings in the survey. Another possibility could 

be to let the users decide which words they want to use when they enter the site. 
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5.2 Limitations and Methods Discussion 

The interviews were the first step in gathering information about the target group. Two 

interviews were held, and though it can be seen as quite few participants, the length and content 

of them has been revealed to be enough. They provided several themes which contributed both 

to the questions for the survey and to the prototype. 

 

One of them was a telephone interview, which means that there were differences in how the 

interviews were conducted. As telephone interview puts more demand on the interviewer 

(Arvola, 2014) there could have been an issue with keeping the interview flowing. However, 

this was not a problem since the interview guide was thorough, and the interviewee was very 

invested in the questions. The telephone interview was also recorded, just like the face-to-face 

interview, which helped with the flow. As the interviewer did not have to focus on writing the 

answers down more time could be spent on the conversation and coming up with new questions 

where needed. 

 

As one interview was over the phone, only a verbal informed consent could be given. Due to 

this, it was decided to get the informed consent of the second interview verbally as well. As the 

participants got a thorough explanation of what the purpose of the study was and how their 

information would be used, this was not considered a problem. Adding to this, they had both 

been informed about the “Är jag normal?” project by RISE, previously. 

 

When it comes to the survey a big strength of the study was the number of participants, since it 

provided many different views. However, there are a few things to think about. Since the 

participants were found through convenience sample, and through Facebook groups, it is not 

possible to find the same people again, if the study is to be replicated. However, there are several 

similar Facebook groups where one could probably get a similar result to the survey. Another 

problem with the Facebook groups is that there may be just one type of women drawn to these 

groups, and that the result may therefore not be as varied as it could have been. This should not 

be the case though, as the survey was sent to two different groups, and the answers seem to vary 

a lot. However, one should bear in mind that the result cannot be generalised for the whole 

population. 

 

Further on, all questions but the last one in the survey were obligatory. This was to make sure 

that no question was forgotten and prevent participants from only answering half of the survey 
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before submitting it. This may have led to some participants feeling obligated to answer 

questions which they would rather not have written anything on. However, the participants 

could decide not to answer by writing this or just printing, for example, a dot in the field, and 

should therefore not have felt forced. 

 

According to Bryman (2011) surveys should be written with as few opened ended questions as 

possible, but this survey contained quite a few as the subject required the participants to write 

about their own point of view. However, this was not considered to be a problem as the amount 

of responses indicated that most people who decided to answer the survey went through with 

all questions. There were, however, some answers where it would have been beneficial to ask 

follow-up questions, as the answers were not clear. This was a drawback with the survey, but 

most answers were very rewarding by themselves. 

 

To continue, all participants received the tasks for the prototype testing in the same order. It 

might have been better to randomise the order of the tasks since the tasks should get easier as 

the user gets used to the site. However, all tasks were rated rather easy and it is therefore 

believed that randomised tasks would not have made a big difference. It would of course have 

been good to create a page in the prototype for everything that should be included in the final 

product, but there was not enough time do this. Instead there was a focus on creating solutions 

for the goals of the primary persona, which were all met. 

 

5.3 Future Research 

There are still much to be done on this field of research. For starters, this study has only focused 

on one age group, and the same should be done for the other groups as well. It would also be 

preferable to do in-depth interviews with the target groups, as this would provide an opportunity 

to ask follow-up question and dig deeper in the norms information needs. 

 

Something else which would be interesting is to investigate the information need and norms for 

women from other cultures and religions and women with different disabilities, as this may 

affect their information need and preferred type of education material. It might, as well, be 

positive to include men in future project, as changing the attitudes on female norms for them 

could be essential if the norms of the society are ever to change. 
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6 Conclusion 

This study was done on behalf of RISE Interactive for their project “Är jag normal?”. As 

previous studies have shown that many women are lacking in knowledge about their genitals, 

this project investigated how an education material about the female genitals should be designed 

to fit the needs of women between the age of 18-30. The study revealed that there are much to 

be done in this field as many women reported feeling anxious about several aspects of their 

genitals. An several of them had avoided going to the gynaecologist when experiencing 

problems, at least once. 

 

Many were insecure about the appearance of their vagina, as it did not look the same as today’s 

norm. Others had problems with pain but did not have enough trust in the female health care to 

seek help. Some were just unsure about how to take care of the hygiene of the vagina and 

wanted advice on this or had experienced problems but did not think that they were big enough 

to deserve health care. Many of the participants had several things about the female genitals 

that they wanted to know more about. Among other things, this included the menstrual cycle, 

feeling pain during sex, hygiene, STD’s, infections and other diseases like endometriosis. 

 

All these answers indicate that many women need more, easy accessed, information about their 

genitals. They need reliable information about what is normal and what is not, when to seek 

health care and how to solve smaller problems from home. With the use of good education 

materials, we may be able to change the negative attitudes around the female genitals in a not 

so distant future. 
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Appendix 

Appendix A 

Interview guide: 

1) Hur länge har du arbetat som gynekolog/barnmorska? 

a. Hur länge har du jobbat på din nuvarande arbetsplats 

i. Har du jobbat någon annanstans? 

2) Beskriv ett vanligt möte med en besökare. 

3) Vad är det för ålder på dina besökare? 

4) Skiljer sig besöken mycket åt just mellan åldrarna?  

a. I så fall på vilket sätt? 

 

5) Vilka är de vanligaste frågorna du får från kvinnor mellan 18-30? 

6) Finns det några mindre vanliga frågor som dykt upp flera gånger? 

7) Vilka områden skulle du säga att unga kvinnor visar mest oro kring? 

8) Vilka frågor har du märkt att de har svårare att prata om? 

 

9) Vilka förändringar i kvinnokroppen tycker du är viktigast att ha koll på, efter 

puberteten? 

10) Beskriv någonting som du tycker saknas eller kan förbättras när det kommer till 

utbildningsmaterial om den kvinnliga kroppen. Speciellt med fokus på unga kvinnor. 

11) Kan du beskriva någon fråga som du tycker ha varit svårt att förklara. 

12) Vilka är de största kunskapsgapen som du tycker att unga kvinnor har? 

13) Har du märkt av att unga kvinnor har fått tag i felaktig information genom alternativa 

källor? 

14) Finns det några normer kring det kvinnliga underlivet? 

a. Vilka?  

b. Hur har det uttryckts av kvinnorna? 

15) Har du varit med om att någon av dina besökare har uttryckt att de vill operera 

underlivet? 

a. Vad har de haft för anledningar till att vilja göra det? 

16) Finns det någonting ytterligare som du skulle vilja lägga till? 
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Appendix B 

1. Ålder: ______ 

2. Har du fött barn? [Ja/Nej] 

 
3. Vad föredrar du att kalla kroppsdelen på bilden ovan (inre och yttre delar)?  

__________ 

 

4. Vad föredrar du att kalla kroppsdelen på bilden ovan (yttre delar)? 

____________ 

5. Vilka känslor framkallar dessa ord hos dig? 

 Positivt Negativt Neutralt Förolämpande Humoristiskt Äckligt Annat 

Vagina        

Snippa        
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Fitta        

Mus        

Underliv        

Mutta        

Murra        

Framstjärt        

Kissimurra        

Slida        

 

6. Har du någonsin träffat en gynekolog/barnmorska? [Ja/Nej] 

a. Om ja… Av vilka anledningar har du uppsökt en gynekolog/barnmorska? 

[Problem relaterat till mens/Preventivmedel/Smärtproblematik/Relaterat till 

graviditet/Infektion/sjukdom eller oro för sjukdom/Annat:______] 

7. Har du någonsin haft problem med underlivet men valt att inte söka hjälp? [Ja/Nej] 

a. Om ja… Varför valde du att inte söka hjälp? 

            ______________ 

b. Letade du efter problemet någon annanstans? [Ja, frågade vänner eller 

familj/Ja, sökte på internet/Nej/Annat______] 

c. Vad var det för typ av problem? 

_____________ 

8. Har du haft någon fråga om det kvinnliga underlivet som du inte känt dig bekväm i att 

fråga? [Ja/Nej/Vet inte] 

a. Om ja… Vad var det för fråga/Frågor? 

9. Har du sökt information om det kvinnliga underlivet online? [Ja, flera gånger/Ja, 

någon gång/Aldrig] 

10. Har du känt att det är svårt att få tag på pålitlig information om det kvinnliga könet? 

[Ja/Nej/Ibland] 

11. Hur mycket kunskap känner du att du har om underlivet? 

Lite 1   2  3  4  5  6  7  Mycket 

12. Beskriv något som du vill veta mer om när det kommer till underlivet och/eller 

sexualitet. 

________________ 

13. Vad finns det för normer kring det kvinnliga underlivet? 

14. Finns det något som du känt dig orolig över kring ditt underliv eller sexualitet? I så fall 

vad? 

_________________ 
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Appendix C 

Interview analysis table 

 

 

Codes Name Themes Sub-themes Sub-themes2 Quotes/summery - Interview 1 Quotes/summery - Interview 2

OB Olika Besök Gravida/Inte gravida Det är skillnad mellan besök från 

någon som är gravid och någon 

som inte är det.

Ålder Man kan inte jämföra en 15-åring 

och en 25-åring

Kultur Tjejer från en annan kultur har 

andra inställningar till besöken

Funktionsnedsättningar Skiljer också om någon har en 

funktionsnedsättning

VF Vanliga Frågor Oro Något fel Vill hitta en lösning till varför de 

upplever ett problem. ”Det 

måste ju vara nåt fel ”

Oro för sjukdom Ibland är de oroliga för 

sjukdomar, men sällan är de 

rädda för allvarligare sjudomar 

som cancer.

Oro för att inte kunna bli gravid Många unga tjejer är oroliga för 

att inte kunna bli gravida i 

framtiden

Oro för infektion Vissa är även oroliga för 

infektion, på grund av obehagliga 

känslor i underlivet.

Problem Blödningsrubbningar Både bland gravida och icke-

gravida söker hjälp för 

blödningsrubbningar

Smärta Vissa söker hjälp för att de lider 

av mycket smärta. De kan ha 

sökt hjälp flera gånger på andra 

håll, men inte hittat någon 

lösning.

Tamponger Vissa har problem med 

tamponger. Att det blir torrt, är 

svåranvänt eller att de inte vågar 

använda det för att de är rädda 

att inte få ut den.

Information Preventivmedel Många av de äldre tjejerna 

kommer in till 

ungdomsmottagningen för att 

förnya eller börja med något nytt 

preventivmedel

Sexualitet/Lust Sexualitet är något som tas upp 

på ungdomsmottagningen.Finns 

fortfarande en del stigma kring 

den kvinnliga sexualiteten

GID Går inte dit Många tar ej steget

Könsstympade ungdomar En del könsstympade kvinnor 

kommer dock till gynekologen.

Barnmorskan får ej in några av de 

könsstympade ungdomarna.

SF Svåra frågor Övergrepp Krävs flera besök för att de ska 

öppna sig.

Krävs flera besök för att de ska 

öppna sig.

Sexualitet "Sexualiteten är ju väldigt sårbar"

VÄ Viktiga Ämnen Vad händer i kroppen? Sexualitet

Könsdifferentiering Inte många som vet att alla 

embryon har samma kön.

Kroppsliga förändringar inför sex Killar skulle aldrig ha sex utan ett 

stånd, men nästan inga tjejer vet 

att de också får stånd innan sex, 

och ofta har sex innan kroppen är 

redo.

Hur fungerar behåring?

Råd Informativa råd Sexualitet

Preventivmedel

Fysiska råd Värk Tips på vad man kan göra mot 

värk hemma.

Torrhet En del kvinnor söker hjälp mot 

att de får skav på blygdläpparna, 

och förebygger på fel sätt så att 

det blir ännu torrare och då 

skaver mer.

UM Utbildningsmaterial Bildmaterial Variation

Med förklaringar

Avdramatiserande

Verklighetstroget

3D

Innehåll Behåring

Funktion

KG Kunskapsgap Hur saker hänger ihop Mens och ägglossning

Kroppsliga reaktioners funktioner

Utseende Normalvariation på utseendet ”hur olika vi är”

Hur man ser ut invändigt Många vet inte var livmodern 

sitter eller hur stor den är. Några 

är även oroliga för att föra in 

tamponger eller menskoppar för 

att de tror att slidan är längre än 

vad den är.
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FI Felaktig information Internet ”nu så kommer information, mer 

och mer information på nätet”

Hittar info som passar

Många tar till sig hur könet "ska" 

se ut genom bilder på internet.

Bra information om man letar lite. 

Men ”lite för låg nivå för de äldre 

tjejerna” (UMO.se). 

Kompisar Mycket information kommer 

troligtvis från kompisar, eftersom 

de är en stor influens i den åldern

HKSS Utseende Utseendet var inte viktigt förr För 25 år sen så var inte 

utseendet på underlivet ens en 

fråga

P.g.a. hårborttagning Att kvinnor ofta raker bort allt 

hår kan vara en bidragande 

faktor till att de börjat bry sig 

mer om utseendet. Eftersom det 

leder till att man ser mer av 

underlivet.

P.g.a. internet Porr och bilder på internet kan 

påverka mycket

Skulle önska att ungdomar hade 

någon de kunde prata med kring 

var de har sett genom porr

HB Hårborttagning Åsikter kring utseende Se ovan

Vilken funktion det har Många förstår inte det negativa 

med att ta bort hår

Flera får problem för att de inte 

vet att könshåret är trekantigt.

N Normer Utseende Alla ska se likadana ut Alla ska se likadana ut med små 

inre blygdläppar, inget hår och 

inget som "sticker ut". 

Leder till önskan om operation

Kvinnan Kvinnan finns till för andra och för 

att tillfredställa mannen. ”bit ihop 

och ställ upp då”

OU Operera underlivet Anledning till fenomen Utseendenormer Kvinnorna som kommer till 

henne vill ofta operera sig för att 

de tycker att de ser fula ut eller i 

få fall för att en partner tycker 

att de ser fyla/konstiga ut.

Försöker att avråda dem så gott 

det går, om det handlar om 

utseende. 

Svårt att jämföra utseende Det är svårt för kvinnor att se hur 

andra kvinnor i omgivningen ser 

ut. Det är också svårt att jämföra 

med olika bilder, eftersom de ofta 

inte ser så verklighetstrogna ut

Individanledningar Tycker att de ej ser normala ut Många tycker inte att de ser 

normala ut, eftersom de inte 

förstår hur brett normalspannet 

är.

Förminska blygdläpparna Operationer när det kommer till 

utseendet handlar om att 

förminska blygdläpparna.

För utseendets skull ”vi försöker jobba för att 

förebygga könsstympning, nu 

betalar folk tiotusenlappar för att 

få sitt kön stympat. För utseendets 

skull."

Irritationsproblem Ibland beror 

irritationsproblemen på att de 

torkar ut underlivet.

Vissa får problem när de utövar 

sporter, så som ridning.

Bieffekter Besvär för livet Det finns så mycket nervändar i 

blygdläpparna att det kan bli mer 

irritation efteråt.

”det är alltid en baksida på alla 

sånna ingrepp”. Vissa får men för 

livet

Betala plastikkirurg Man kan nu för tiden betala en 

plastikkirurg för att operera 

underlivet.

Försöker förhindra Sitter väldigt länge med 

kvinnorna och försöker övertyga 

dem om att de ser normala ut. 

Vet ej hur många som ändå går 

vidare med det.

Brukar visa bilder på underliv för 

att visa hur olika folk ser ut.

Många vill operera sig Får många besök, men Opererar 

bara vid fysiska problem, men de 

opererar bara vid fysiska 

problem efter graviditeter

Händer ganska ofta
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Appendix D 

Survey table – why the participants avoided going to the gynaecologist. 

 

  

Namn Tema Undertema Utdrag

Obekvämt Vågade inte "Vågade inte, lät det gå över. "

Pinsamt "Var ung och tyckte det var pinsamt "

Ej Normal "Obekvämt, vill inte framstå konstig"

Jobbigt "Jobbigt att gå dit/vara där"

Skam "Skämdes över att prata om det och valde 

att försöka lösa problemet själv.",  "Rädd att 

visa mig för någon. Rädd att vara onormal, 

att jag gör fel. Skam"

Onödigt Inget allvarligt "kände att det inte var tillräckligt allvarligt"

Fixa själv "Kändes onödigt, kunde 'klara upp det 

själv'."

Går ej att lösa "det verkar som att det inte går att göra 

någonting åt när jag har letat information 

själv"

Gick/Går över "Jag tänkte att det nog löser sig av sig själv. "

Tid Tar tid att få 

bokning

"Det tar lång tid att få hjälp"

Orkade inte Orkade inte 

gå dit

"Jag orkade inte."

Lågt 

Förtroende

Lågt 

förtroende 

för 

kvinnovården

Dålig 

upplevelse

"Stött på oprofessionella gynekologer", "Jag 

hade tidigare inte fått den hjälp jag behövde 

och känt mig mindre bra bemött av vården"

Oro för dålig 

upplevelse

"dåliga upplevelser av andra kvinnor som 

söker för endometrios, tas jag på allvar? ", 

"Oro för dåligt bemötande eller inte få den 

hjälp jag behöver. "

Rädd Rädd för att 

gå dit.

"Är jätterädd för att ligga i gynstolen", 

"Vågade inte"
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Survey table – Questions participants have not had the courage to ask 

 

  

Kod Namn Tema Subtema Citat

Vanligt utseende "Ser jag normal ut? "

Blygdläppar "Är mina blygdläppar för stora", 

"Är mina inre blygdläppar ovanligt 

stora"

Behåring "Behåring"

L Lukt Vad betyder förändrad lukt "Om illaluktande flytningar", "Typ 

luktar konstigt kliar osv "

Mens "mens", "Om det är normal att 

mensen är klumpig"

Tampong "Kan inte använda tampong 

trodde bara detta gällde mig fram 

till att jag var ca 20 år", "Hur ska 

jag få in en tampong?"

PMS "Vad kan jag göra åt min hemska 

pms?"

Tvätt "Är det ohygienisk att inte tvätta 

fiffi flera gånger i veckan?"

Klåda "Har jag normal klåda?"

Smärta "Varför jag fick smärta vid samlag"

Orgasm "Om det är pga hur jag ser ut som 

jag har svårt att få orgasm"

Könssjukdomar "sjukdomsrelaterade som 

könssjukdomar", "herpes"

Svamp "Om det är vanligt att få 

återkommande svampinfektioner 

och bakteriella vaginoser"

Övriga sjukdomar "Vaginism", "Endometrios", 

"Knottror vid slidmynningen"

SM Smärta Frågor relaterade till smärta "smärta", "Endometrios", "Vad 

man kan göra ifall mina inre 

blygdläppar skulle börja ge mig 

problem i form av typ skav i och 

med att de inte får plats innanför 

mina yttre blygdläppar"

G Graviditet Frågor relaterade till 

gravidtet

"Om jag ser normal ut där nere. 

Om vad kan kan förvänta sig kring 

underlivet efter att ha fött barn. 

Alltså inte närmaste tiden efter 

förlossning bara utan efter längre 

tid än så. "

SD Sjukdomar Frågor relaterade till 

sjukdomar

H Hygien Frågor relaterade till hygien

Frågor kring samlagSamlagS

U Utseende Ser jag normal ut

M Menscykeln Frågor relaterade till 

menscykeln
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Survey table – What problems did the participants have which they decided not to seek help 

for. 

 

  

Kod Namn Tema Undertema Citat

Smärta "Smärta i slidmynningen", "smärta vid samlag"

Klåda "Klåda", "Kliande/skavsår"

L Lukt Lukt "Konstig lukt"

S Svamp Svamp "Misstänkte svamp/uvi"

SS Synliga 

Symptom

Synliga Symptom
"Smärtor, utslag", "Knöl i blygdläppen som senare försvann."

Blödningar "Oregelbundna blödningar", "Blödningar vid sex"

Flytningar "Illaluktande och vita mjöliga flytningar", "mycket flytningar"

S Svamp Hade svamp "troligtvis svamp"

MC Mencykeln Problem i 

samband med 

menscykeln

"smärta vid menstruation och ägglossning.", 

"Menstruationssmärtor, skulle själv misstänka endometrios"

BV Bakteriell 

Vaginos

Bakteriell Vaginos "bakteriell vaginos", "Har haft bakteriell vaginos ett antal 

gånger"

T Torrhet Problem från 

torrhet

"Torra och spruckna slemhinnor"

UVI Urinvägsinfekt

ion

Problem med 

urinvägsinfektion

"Svamp/urinvägsinfektion/torrhet"

E Endometrios Problem i och 

med endometrios

"endometrios"

ÖB Övriga Besvär "Kopparspiral gör så att jag blöder lite efter sex", "Obalans", 

"önskan om hormonfria preventivmedel"

Problem med 

smärta och/eller 

klåda

Problem med 

Blödningar/Flytni

ngar

Blödningar/Fl

ytningar
BF

Smärta/klåda

SK
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Survey table – which norms did the participants report 

 

  

Kod Namn Tema Undertema Citat

L Liten Liten i storlek Blygdläppar "inre blygdläppar innanför yttre", "De inre blygläpparna får inte synas, de yttre ska också vara minimala"

Slidöppningen "Att den ska vara tajt och liten", "killar ska tycka man är 'tight'. "

BH Behåring Behåring "Rakat", "Vuvlan ska vara rakad", Jag tror att det som tonåring är att det ska vara renrakat 

och för 20+ att det ska vara ansat och trimmat"

T Torrhet Torrhet Vått "att ett vått underliv alltid innebär att man är kåt"

Torrt "att det är torrt (vilket det inte är)", ". Att man 'inte har' flytningar. "

F Fräscht Det ska vara 

fräscht

Lukt "lukta bra", "ska inte lukta illa"

Fräscht "Att det ska vara fräscht, problemfritt. "

U Övrigt utseende Övrigt utseende "Att det ska se ut som ett barns", "ljusrosa", "Symmetri (lika stora blygläppar)"

S Smärta "Normen är att det ska göra ont att ha en fitta ibland, t.ex. vid samlag (t.ex. myten om att 

första gången ska göra ont)", "Att mens är lika för alla och sex gör bara ont första gången"

FU Funktion Underlivets 

funktion

"vilja 'använda' sitt underliv i sexuella , "Fittan finns inte till för bäraren utan är ett redskap 

för att få existera i patriarkatet", "Passiv. Smutsig. Ska vara dold", "Regelbunden mens", "Sex 

kan bara vara skönt", "Normen är att allt ska fungera 'som det ska'. Många saker som jag 

upplevt som problem är också 'som det ska', t.ex smärtor i samband med mens."

T Tabu Man pratar inte 

om det

"man förväntas antingen kunna allt eller vara blyg över sitt underliv", "Att det ska pratas tyst 

om om det inte är på skämt samt att onani är något man inte heller pratar om i offentliga 

sammanhang", "Tystnadsnorm"
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Survey table – the worries the participants had around their genitals 

 

  

Kod Namn Tema Undertema Citat

F Flytningar Orolig över 

flytningar

"Isåfall flytningarna", När jag var ung hade jag mycket flytningar. Nu känns det som jag är torrare. Ska 

det vara så redan? "

SD Sjukdomar Oro över sjukdomar "ja, endometrios och svamp oroar mig och ingen hjälp från vården har getts till mig", "svamå", "om 

könssjukdomar etc", "jag har bla haft problem med kontaktblödningar och cellförändringar", "att få 

könssjukdomar och följdsjukdomar/problem pga dem", "Inbillade mig att jag fått cancer ", 

"könssjukdomar och cellförändringar "

S Sexuellt Oro kring sex Sexlust "Att aldrig kunna njuta av penetrerande sex igen", "Smärta vi samlag, spricka som inte läker", "Ja, att 

jag har för lätt för att få orgasm.", "Asexualitet", "att jag haft svårt att få orgasm med en partner ", "Att 

jag inte är tillräckligt kåt ", "Att jag inte är tillräckligt kåt ", "Lust", "Kåthet(för lite)"

Övrigt "Snarare oro över att sexpartners inte förstår hur de ska göra med den."

Smärta "Ja, smärta och torrhet har jag varit orolig för då det påverkat mina möjligheter att ha sex och det har 

gjort mig orolig inför framtiden, om det alltid kommer vara så.", "Om jag någonsin skulle bli smärtfri 

och kunna få känna att jag ens hade en sexualitet", "ja när jag var yngre hade jag mycket problem med 

smärta vid samlag, var väldigt rädd att det skulle vara så resten av mitt liv men har upplevt en stor 

skillnad till det positiva sen jag födde barn.", "Att jag unte ska kunna njuta av sex pga smärta"

U Utseende Oro kring utseende Blygdläppar "Inte idag. Men säkert i yngre dagar - för stora inre blygdläppar", "Ja. Har relativt stora blygdläppar 

(tror jag) samt ganska framträdande klitorishuva. Har alltid tänkt att personer jag ligger med ska tycka 

att det ser äckligt ut.", "Har varit orolig över att vara för hårig och ha för stora blygdläppar", "Kanske att 

jag inte varit tillräckligt 'fin'? Oroade mig mycket som ung tjej att någon skulle ta av mig trosorna och 

inte vilja ligga med mig längre för det han såg."

Rakning "rakning/inte rakning ", "Att den ska se fel eller ful ut; fel behåring", "Har varit orolig över att vara för 

hårig och ha för stora blygdläppar"

Övrigt "Inte längre men när jag var yngre tycker jag att jag var för 'röd'", "Att den inte ser perfekt ut"

G Graviditet Oro kring graviditet Innan "Har gjort abort, orolig över följder av det",  "Att inte kunna få barn.", "Mycket oro inför förlossning, 

svårt att ha en relation till något som man då vet kommer förändras men man vet inte hur."

Eftermäle "Jag fick sys efter min förlossning men har inte blivit undersökt efteråt (Jag ville men barnmorskan 

tyckte att "känns det bra så är det bra"). "

H Hygien Oro kring hygen "Hur man ska sköta hygien gällande sex och hur man ska undvika att ens underliv känns ledsen:(( "

MC Mencykeln

Oro kring 

menscykeln

"Jag har varit orolig över min mens (och avsaknad/oregelbundenhet) och funderat på ifall det kan vara 

PCOS eller har något med min fertilitet.", "Jag trodde det var något fel när jag inte kunde använda 

tampong "
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Survey table – what the participants wanted to know more about 

 

 

  

Kod Namn Tema Undertema Citat

Slemhinnorna "Ömma och torra slemhinnor", "Slemhinnorna."

Underlivets delar "Allt, exempelvis de olika delarnas namn. ", "De inre delarna", 

"Kroppsdelar och funktioner", "Klitoris", "Hur det kan se ut och 

kännas, vad som är "normala" storlekar, färger osv. Vad man 

kan känna med fingret."

Orgasm "varför man kan få flera olika sorters orgasm", "Hur allting 

funkar egentligen orgasm osv PSV "

Onani ", mer råd och tips för sex och onani med fokus på bland annat 

underlivet (inte porr)"

Förberedande 

funktioner

"Funktioner vid samlag, hormonella aspekter"

Underlivsbalans "kan reagera olika efter sex beroende vem man har sex med.", 

"Hur penetrerande sex påverkar underlivsbalansen"

Smärta "Minskad smärta vid sex"

Biologi kring 

menscykeln

"Vet egentligen ganska lite om hur menscykeln fungerar, vad 

händer vid mens, ägglossning eller befruktning osv ", "Att det är 

långt ifrån alla som har en 28-dagars menscykel. Att det finns 

folk som har både längre, mycket längre och kortare", 

"Menstruationscykeln, de olika delarnas funktion, hur det Ian se 

ut på olika sätt. "

Hormoner "hormonpåverkarn i hela kroppenkopplad till menstruation", 

Mer detaljer kring hur hormonutsöndring fungerar när det gäller 

mens."

Smärta "Menstruationsproblem, vad som är normalt och inte. Ex. hur 

pass ont ska mensvärk göra för att det ska anses göra något åt. 

", "Minskade besvär av mens. "

F Flytningar Info kring 

flytningar

"varför man har olika flytningar"

PI Praktisk 

information

Praktisk 

information

"Få fiffi att lukta bra med rätt pH-balanser osv.", "Vanliga 

problem och hur man fixar dem. ", "Om obalanser i underlivet 

och hur man kan göra för att förebygga detta "

NL Normalläge Info kring 

normalläge

"Vad som är "normalt" och när jag egentligen bör kontakta 

gynekolog.". "Vad som hör till hälsan, vad är normalt /onormalt 

", "framförallt hur man kan göra för att få underlivet att må bra 

(tex intimtvål)", "PH balans", "kost i relation till underlivshälsa", 

"tt man skulle ha vetat hur man ska ta hand om underlivet 

förebyggande när man var yngre."

U Utseende Normalt 

utseende

"Hur olika de kan se ut.", "Hur det 'ska' vara. Vad som är 

normalt", Hur andra personers underliv ser ut."

G Gravidetet Information 

kring 

graviditet

"Hur det påverkas av hormoner och förlossning", "Hur det 

återhämtar sig efter förlossning "

SD Sjukdomar Info kring 

sjukdomar

"Bakteriell vaginos", "vilka olika sjukdomar som är relaterade till 

underlivet.  ", "endometrios"

MC Mencykeln Info kring 

menscykeln

B Övrig Biologi Övrig biologi

Info om sexSexuelltS
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Appendix E 

Sketches 
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Appendix F 

Prototype 
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